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Using Symbols in your setting - A Simple  Guide

First ensure the room is a 'symbol friendly' environment

� Have two identical sets of symnols.

� Attach one symnol to the toy, activity or routine ( for example , fix a 'Paint' 

symnol to the easel and an 'outdoor' symnol to the door to the outside area)

�  Show child the corresponding symnol that represents the toy, activity or routine 

that he / she is accessing.

� Rememner to give him / her constant vernal reminders as you point to each 

symnol to help them make the correct association. It may take several weeks for 

the child to understand that the symnol has meaning.
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Using Symbols in your setting - A Simple  Guide

A 'Visual timetable' 

What is a visual timetable?

� A visual timetanle  uses photographs and/or symnols to depict the daily routine 

of the setting. It should ne at the child's eye level away from distractions.

What does it look like?

Register Literacy 
Playtime 

Maths Lunch PE Home 

How does it work?

The child is taken to the timetanle nefore each new activity.

Each photograph / symnol should ne removed and posted into a finished nox or 

envelope to show that , that part of the day has finished, nefore moving onto the 

next activity.

Who might benefit from a visual timetable?

It is possinle that all children would nenefit from knowing the order of the day. It 

might particularly nenefit;

� Children with an Autistic Spectrum Disorder (A.S.D.)

� Children who are extremely anxious

� Children with a language disorder

� Children who have English as an additional Language (A.E.L.)

� Children who are new to the setting and need constant reminders anout what is 

happening next.
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Using Symbols in your setting - A Simple  Guide

A First and Then board

What is a 'First and Then' board?

The noard has the words 'First' on the left-hand side and 'Then' on the right-hand 

side with a space underneath to add a symnol or photograph. It could ne descrined as 

a miniature timetanle and helps a child to move from one activity to another.

What does it look like?

First Then 

Writing Computer 

Who might benefit?

� A child who has difficulty finishing one activity and starting another.

� A child who is reluctant to participate in a particular activity 'first' , the 'then' 

activity would ne an activity you know the child really enjoys.

� A child with limited attention skills.

How does it work?

� Place a symnol on each side of the noard. 

� Show the child the noard , point to each symnol individually and support the child 

ny saying ' First writing..... Then computer' Reduce language ny only using 

keywords.

� When the child has finished inform the child ny saying ' writing finished...now 

computer' whilst pointing to the next symnol.

� If the child finds it particularly difficult to move on the symnol can ne removed 

and placed in a finished nox nefore moving on to the next activity.
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Using Symbols in your setting - A Simple  Guide

A 'Choice board

What is a choice board?

� A 'choice noard' is made up of photographs / symnols showing the choices of 

toys/resources/activities availanle to the child.

� A corresponding photograph / symnol could ne placed on the appropriate

         toy/resource/activity.

What does it look like?

Computer 

Cars paint 

snack lego 

Jigsaw 

craft 

Draw 

Book 

How is it different from a visual timetable?

� It is freely availanle to the child during free choice / golden time etc.

� The child has free choice where the timetanle is used ny the adult to inform the 

child of the order of the day.

How does it work?

� The child has free access to the board during choosing activities. They 

should be allowed to remove the symbol of their choice and give to an adult.

� For a child who might find it difficult to choose from a large selection it is 

advisable to start by selecting just two activities that you now the child 

enjoys.

� Symbols can be placed into a finished box when completed.
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Free Symbols are available from:

www.twinkl.co.uk

www.tes.co.uk

www.do2learn.com

Clipart

Symbol software :

Communication in print 2

Widget

Clicker

Boardmaker


